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What is the Struggle with Satire?
• Satire is humor that exposes and pokes fun at political and ideological
foolishness through the use of irony, parody, ridicule, wordplay, and
exaggeration (McClennen, 2011)
• vs. Parody, Mockery, Roasting, Sarcasm

• Satire is often criticized for preaching to the choir and making jokes that
only resonate with those already familiar with the topic (Flanagan, 2017)
• The audience has to be “in” on the joke for it to be successful

• Marginalized satire mocks the process by which a group becomes and
continues to be marginalized by drawing attention to social norms,
ideology, public memory, and identity (Rossing, 2015)
• Laughing AT vs. Laughing WITH

What is the Struggle with Marginalized Satire?

Vidmar & Rokeach (1974)

LaMarre, Landreville, & Beam (2009)

Haggins (2007)

All in the Family

The Colbert Report

Chappelle’s Show

Stereotypes are ripe for satirical critique, but understanding a satirical critique of
stereotypes is largely based on an individual’s orientation to the stereotype.

+
With Apologies to Jesse
Jackson (2007)
Randy Marsh becomes a laughing stock and a social
pariah for his “faux pas,” which he interprets as
discrimination, deploying social justice language
while failing to recognize actual discrimination being
suffered by marginalized groups.
This episode was acclaimed but viewers must know
America’s discriminatory history to get the joke.

Struggle with Satire (Fall 2016)
Lecture

Homework

• 5 Weeks, 80 Min Twice Weekly

• Relevant Readings
• Students Prepare Definitions

• 1 Pre Election (28 students)
• 1 Post Election (16 students)

• Satirizing Class, Gender, Race
• 2-3 In-Class Examples
• Key Terms, Theories, Statistics

• Online Discussion Forums
• Students critique personally
generated examples of satire using
Critical Media Literacy Process

+
Critical Media Literacy Process
(Campbell et al)
Description: What is happening in artifact?
Analysis: What trends are present in artifact?
Interpretation: How are these trends interpreted by the audience? Why?
Evaluation: What is good? What is bad? Why?
Engagement: What would you change? Why? How?
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Strategies for Satire Literacy
• Isolating and explaining specific aspects of the artifact and directing
attention towards key terms or real-world information
• Engage a single aspect or trends in the artifact (e.g., scripted content, visual
strategies) without applying judgment or critique and connect it to the key
terms or real-world discourses
• What is the satirist asking you to laugh at? What is absurd? What do you need
to know to laugh WITH the satirist?

+
A Culture of White Violence
(2013)
ME: “What made you uncomfortable?”
STUDENT: “There were a lot of White stereotypes.”
ME: “Yes. Why?”
STUDENT: “To make fun of White people?”
How Fox News Talks about African Americans when it’s not
Black History Month (Media Matter 4 America)
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Strategies for Satire Literacy
• Isolating and explaining specific aspects of the artifact and directing
attention towards key terms or real-world information
• Engage a single aspect or trends in the artifact (e.g., scripted content, visual
strategies) without applying judgment or critique and connect it to the key
terms or real-world discourses
• What is the satirist asking you to laugh at? What is absurd? What do you need
to know to laugh WITH the satirist?

• Instructor connects some of the dots for the students and then ask
them how satire finishes the puzzle in order to empower students to
“get” the joke, thereby denaturalizing the oppressive discourse

+
Padva (2008) Educating The
Simpsons:
Teaching Queer
Representations in
Contemporary Visual Media
After Bart develops a friendship and admiration for
John (Waters), Homer is afraid Bart is going to “turn
gay” and inundates him in supposedly masculine
activities (e.g., visiting a steel mill, hunting).

Strategies for Satire Literacy
• Consider your emotional responses
• Not all satire is funny, therefore discomfort can be intentional
• “Groans are good” – Larry Wilmore WHCD 2016

• Directing attention to the real-world necessity of the class and
acknowledging the complicated emotions that arise from discussing
and laughing at these issues
• Future media producers must learn about the stereotypes in order to avoid
making the same mistakes

+
Hair (2015). Historical
Racism and The Daily Show:
Catching Racism clip
How does the word ”Redskin” continue to
dehumanize Indigenous Americans and erase a
genocide?

Demonstrating Insight
• Insight is identifying marginalization, oppression, and domination,
and the processes by which these disparities develop and continue.
•
•
•
•
•

Social class and “living on the hill” (The Oblongs)
Male gaze and rape culture (Amy Schumer: Football Town Night)
Flipping police treatment (Dave Chappelle: Tron Carter’s Law & Order)
Heteronormative expectations (Key & Peele: Gay Wedding Advice)
Hollywood’s take on disability (Tropic Thunder)

• Satire can demonstrate the experiences of marginalized groups in an
accessible manner, but only if you know what to look for.
• The Importance of Comedy and Intergroup Relations

Even though this class was only 5 weeks long I think it was
my favorite class of the semester, and I agree that it should
be a semester long course. I loved tying together television
with critical thinking. We constantly talked about how that
when we are laughing we are less attentive to the
information that we are supposed to be digesting. I think
this class helped me further appreciate the media I already
love and taught me how to more productively watch it in the
future.

I liked the subject material in this class a
lot. Looking back on the last five weeks, I
can see that I and the class went on a
journey through the satirical world- though
not in the way I originally expected. I
thought this class was going to be picking
apart satire and calling it “good” or “bad”which we did some, but I never expected
us to go deeper into the “why”.

First and foremost, it opened
my eyes to how many forms of
satire there are today. There
are many things I have
previously viewed that contain
satirical content I was unaware
of. One that sticks out to me
from this class is Key and
Peele’s substitute teacher
sketch. From the previous 20
viewings of this video all I had
done is laugh at the humor of
the video. Never did I expect
that their original drive
behind the video would
contain commentary on
classism between school
districts alongside racial
differences.
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